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This guide was designed with you in mind! I encourage

you to stay connected and receive future inspiration,

design tips, designer secrets, and more. 

 

Gain the confidence to create, design and
decorate spaces that are comfortable, beautiful

and authentically YOU! 

just for you!

Interiorly Yours,  
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Secret #1

 
Having trouble deciding which color
paint chips work best in your
home? Follow these simple tips for the
best results.
 
Tip #1: Never make your final decision
using paint chips. 
 
Tip #2:  Order Free 8.5 x 11 size paint
samples at SherwinWilliams.com or

buy a quart size sample of your favorite
paint for under $6.50. 
 
Tip #3:  Paint or affix those swatches in
the desired room and look at the colors
3 times: Morning, Noon and Night!

Paint Swatches: The 3x Rule
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Secret #2

Select your favorite piece of art and

build your color palette from the

colors within the artwork. Allow the

artwork to drive the color palette. 

Let Your Artwork Do  All the Work 
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Secret #3

Live in luxury everyday! The bedroom,

master bathroom  or guest bathroom

are the perfect rooms to sprinkle a

personal touch.

 

Monogram bath robes, towels, and

pillows and instantaneously elevate

your space.

Get Personal: Monogram
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Secret #4

Books

Position books both vertically and

horizontally to add interest. 

 

Botanicals

Succulents, Orchids, and Roses work

amazingly well.

 

Bowls

Add decorative bowls or vases that

double as a work of art.

 

Boxes

Choose boxes that add a pop of color,

texture, or beauty.

Perfectly Styled Bookcases: The 4B's
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Use a RUG to anchor your

dining table, but make sure

the rug is the correct size. 

 

Tip #1: Your dining table and

dining chairs should all fit on

top of the rug. 

 

Tip #2: The dining chairs

should be able to fit on top of

the rug even when pulled out.

Secret #5

Anchor Away
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Secret #6

Want a bright light? Switch your bulbs

to LED Bright White bulbs. These light

bulbs are brighter and get you as close 

to natural daylight as possible.

 

These bulbs are a jewelry store's best

kept secret. They are highly energy

efficient and last for years. 

Shine Bright Like A Diamond
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Secret #7

Crypton and Sunbrella fabrics are the best

fabrics on the market. They are high

performance fabrics impervious to spills and

soil. Never be nervous about ruining your

beautiful fabric again. Ideal for high traffic

areas, children and pets.

 

Use indoor or outdoor. You will be surprised

at the hundreds of patterns and colors

available at 

Super Fabrics
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Secret #8

Make your space interesting! 

 

Mix antiques

Use larger artifacts vs. smaller tchotchkes

 

Mix time periods   

Modern + Traditional = Transitional 

 

Mix metals 

Stainless steel appliances and gold hardware 

 

Mix textures

Faux-Fur throw and texture pillows

 

Mix woods  

Oak floor and Mahogany dining table
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Secret #9

While the color black is beautiful, it's

strong and can dominate when used in

abundance. However, if used sparingly, it

will give your room sophistication and

that special...
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Black is Beautiful!

Try these tips: 

Black framed artwork

Black picture frames

Black finish on a light fixture

Black vase or planter

Black books for display
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Secret #10
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Tip #1: Your home should be an extension and reflection of YOU! Don't

forget to add YOU in every room. 

 

Tip #2:  Learn how to Decorate like a Professional Designer.

 

Tip #3:  Learn how to Navigate a home project in the right direction,

 

Tip #4:  Learn how to Accelerate your entire home renovation like a pro

while staying within budget.

Design Differently...

Transform Your Home  and Your Life With the...
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